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I Introduction.

In the weeks following the mishap at Three Mile Island, Unit 2, the initial analyses of the incident pointed
to the strong probability that a direct indication of the liquid level in the reactor vessel itself would have provided
the operators with a clear indication that the core was being uncovered. Consequently, a stale of the art survey
was begun at the request of the Research Branch of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Although the original
survey was made about 18 months ago. It ic satisfying to note thai, with minor exceptions, the original evaluation
is still valid and has indeed been confirmed by ether independent surveys.

As a result of the "Lessons Learned" report study of the TMI incident the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
issued a requirement in revision 2 of RG 157 for "an unambiguous indication of the approach to indequate core
cooling" . It has generally been agreed that this requirement can be met by measuring the liquid level in the reactor
vessel. There are some differing opinions which maintain that no additional instrumentation is needed, but that the
requirements can be met by existing instrumentation, in particular the core-exit thermocouples. The validity of this
claim is beyond the intended scope of this report which shall be confined to the the variety of means available
or under development at this time for the measurement of in-vessel liquid level.

II. The' Scoping Survey

Even a relatively quick survey of available process instrumentation can uncover prehaps 25 to 30 different
methods for the measurement of liquid level. One-half to two-thirds of these can be dismissed out-of-hand as
inappropriate for use in a pressurized vessel . Level measurement methods which remained after this first stage
selection process are listed in Table L

Table I

1. Heated thermocouple
2. Ultrasonic
3. Differential pressure

4. Neutron source & detector
5. R. F. probe
6.. Floating source
7. Bouyant force
6. External standpipe with float sensor
9. Time-domain refle-tometry
10. Microwave resonant cavity
11. Capacitance
12. Conductance

Of these, those which include detection of mechanical motion (floats, eta) were ruled out because over
the long term, wear of the moving part could either result in binding or the release of a float into the coolant system.
Experience at both INEL and ORNL with conductance probes has been good, but only in experimental situations
where long lifetimes did not have to be considered. An insulating material which can withstand immersion inside
an operating reactor vessel for extended periods has not yet been identified. Hence, the methods remaining to be
evaluated are listed in Table II.



Table II

1. Heated thermocouple
2. Differential Pressure

3. Ultrasonics
4. Capacitance
5. Microwave
6. Time-domain refloctometry

To evaluate those methods remaining a set of weighted criteria was established. These are listed in Table
III

Table III

1. Reliability 10
2 Ease of retrofit ? 10
3. In-situ verification or calibration 10
4. Probability of accident survival 9

r5. Lifetime or long-term survival 8
& Accuracy 5
7. Additional penetrations ? 5

8. Simplicity (vs complexity) 4
a Versatility 4
10. Performance History 6
IL Cost 3

Each of these factors will be discussed briefly below.

1. Reliability. Reliability is really the overriding consideration and includes, in a general way, the
remaining criteria. The highest reliability will be attained, not only through the traditional use of
redundant detector systems, but by including more than one principle of measurement, which
complement each other and can be related to other measured plant parameters. It is imperative
that the level detectors be capable of in-situ verification.

2 Retrofit The method must be adaptable to existing reactors. This requires a certain amount
of flexibility in the design, since most installations will be site specific.

3. In-situ verification and calibration. As a minimum requirement the method should be capable
of in-situ verification. The indications of at least one instrument which could have provided helpful
information at TMI was disregarded because the operators considered the instrument unreliable.
Under normal operating conditions, the reactor vessel will always be full, therefore, some means
of verifying the level indication is needed so that confidence in the indication is maintained. A



system which can be calibrated in place as well is even more desirable.

4. Accident survival. The level detectors must have a high probability of surviving even a serious
accident to provide the operators with a means for maintaining or regaining control of the plant

5. Long-term survival. "Long-term" does not necessarily have to mean the lifetime of the reactor.
As e minimum, this could be as short as the refueling cycle, typically eighteen months. This is
a more realistic short term goal for the development of reactor vessel level detectors, until
additional experience is accumulated.

6. Accuracy. Under normal operating conditions, only a confirmatory measurement of coolant level
is required, essentially a "go no-go" indication. Under accident conditions, resulting in voiding at
the top of the reactor vessel, the detector must be sufficiently accurate so that the coolant level
is maintained above the top of the core.

7. Penetrations, Any method chosen should require a minimum of penetrations into the reactor
vessel. In fact, a method would have-to have some overwhelming advantage to warrant adding
new penetrations to the reactor vessel. In older reactors, this might be impossible

8. Simplicity. Simple systems have fewer things to go wrong.

9. Versatility. Some types of sensors can sense more than one plant parameter. One type of
ultrasonic probe, for instance, can provide an indication of temperature profile as well as liquid
level

10. Performance history. Methods employing well developed sensors, such as those based 0.1
thermocouples or differential pressure measurements have a history of performance, not only in
reactor or nuclear use , but also in the chemical process industry in general. Short term
developments should concentrate on using these methods.

11. Cost Cost of the method must, of course, be considered. This will include not only the cost
of the instrumentation, but, in addition, the cost of installation and qualification. These costs must
be considered relative to the cost which might be incurred should the systems fail.

The above criteria were applied with their weighting factors given in Table III to each of the level
measurement methods listed in Table II. Each method was rated on a scale of 1 to 10 for each of the criteria. The
overall rating was obtained by multiplying each rating by the weight of the individual criterion. The results were
summed and normalized again to a scale of 1 to 10. The results of this evaluation are shown in Figure 1.

III. Discussion of the Selected Methods

Having eliminated all but what seem to be the most promising methods for in-vessel liquid level
measurements, it remains to present a somewhat more detailed discussion of the six remaining methods with
somewhat more detail on the technical aspects.

1. Heated Thermocouple.

The above evaluation shows that the heated thermocouple appears to be the most promising method for
liquid level measurement at least for the short term. Type K thermocouples have a significant history of successful
use in the reactor environment (For experimental measurements, that is. Thermocouples have not actually been
qualified for use as control elements in commercial plants.) Naval reactors have used level sensors based on this



principle for over twenty years. Exact details of their application remains classified. Besides measuring level, if single
junction heeled sensors were used in an array, they could also be used to measure temperature profiles. Finally,
the units can be made the same size as existing thermocouples in many reactors which would considerably simplify
the installation by utilizing' existing designs tor penetrations, etc

The principle of the heated junction thermocouple can be explained by reference to Figure 3. The ability
of the sun-rounding medium to conduct away the heat generated in the heater surrounding the measuring junction
of the thermocouple is different by about a factor of 30 depending on whether the medium is water or steam. This,
of course, refers to static conditions. The effect of flowing media is more complicated.

Early experiments with a prototype sensor at room temperature in air and water showed that the heated
thermocouple level sensor gave a dear indication of the presence of liquid orgas with only a modest heater current
In Figure 3, for example, & heat input of only two watts produced an eighteen degree C temperature rise when
the sensor was immersed in water, but an eighty degree temperature rise when the sensor was raised into air.

There are several disadvantages to the heated thermocouple level sensor. Each sensor senses only one
discrete level. To sense several levels requires a sensor for each and consequently an engineering judgement to
locate the levels for which It is important for the operator to have information. Depending on the installation, the
sensor may be affected by film condensation and run-off. Finally, transient behavior may be affected by neutron
induced noise in the sensor cables.

Another method was tested which used ordinary thermocouples as sensors. In this method the thermocouple'
wines were heated using an AC current and at the same time the thermocouple emf read using a filtered circuit
A simple schematic of this system is shown in Figure 4. A blocking capacitor is placed in the outpi.'l of the Variac
to prevent the DC emf from the thermocouple from being shorted through the windings of the Variac. The
thermocouple emf is filtered to remove the AC, buffered, and may be displayed on a meter. Figure 5 is a plot of
the difference in indicated temperature between the covered and the uncovered state, vs the AC heating current
This method has both advantages and disadvantages. An ordinary thermocouple can be used as the sensor, possibly
one already in place. It may require some prior knowledge of the temperature rise in the covered and uncovered
state in the particular location where the thermocouple is installed. The method may have some vse as a diagnostic
tool and the instrumentation should be relatively inexpensive.

The Heated Thermocouple as Flowmeter

One of the prototype heated junction thermocouple probes, ORNL II, was installed in a low flow calibration
loop and the change in the output recorded as a function of flow rate. The results are shown in Figure 6. The
minimium flow of 0.03 m/s (0.09 ffs) Produced a change in temperature from the static, no flow condition of about
3 deg. C. At a higher flow velocity of about OJS m/s (26 ft/s), the change-in temperature was about 13 deg. C. The
normal convection flow rate in a shut-down reactor is expected to be about 03 m/s (1 ft/s).

Summary

Of the various methods considered, the heated thermocouple level probe seemed to be the most suitable,
certainly for the short term since much of the manufacturing technology is well developed; installation designs and
techniques would be similar to those used for in-vessel thermocouples now installed in PWR's could be u*ed; and
the sensor gives a direct indication of inadequate cooling. An experimental program is under way to obtain basic
information about the behavior of heated junction thermocouple level tensors in pressurized, two-phase static and
flowing systems. Part 2 of these reports summarizes the results of this program to date.

2. Differential Pressure.

Differential pressure, which uses the relationship between the hydrostatic head and liquid level, has been
used for many years to monitor liquid level in tanks or vessels . The techniques are well known and differential



pressure instrumentation is readily available. In addition, a differential pressure system would be relatively easy to
install, since it would require no redesign of the reactor internals. It provides a measurement of the liquid level
over the entire height of the reactor vessel. It is a technique widely use tor liquid level measurement in the
pressuhzer in many operating reactor systems. In a less optimistic vein, none of the triply redundent differential
pressure liquid level systems installed on the TMI-2 pressurizer survived the accident Another serious disadvantage
of the differential pressure system is the requirement of additional piping and penetrations which have to be added
to the primary coolant system. Further disadvantages included: the differential pressure due to the liquid level in

the reactor vessel is small compared with the normal operational drop across the coret due to flow of the coolant;
pressure transients which might accompany a loss of coolant accident could damage the transducers; there will
be errors in the meacur&d hydrostatic head due to temperature gradients.in the connecting lines; and flashing could
occur in the connecting lines between the reactor vessel and the transducers during a depressurization.

In summary, the differential pressure level measurement system has the advantages of simplicity, ease
of installation and measurement of liquid level over the entire height of the reactor vessel. Against this must be
weighed the relatively large errors which can occur because of flow across the core, potential damage which can
occur to the measuring system during a loss of coolant or depressurization and the ambiguity in indication with
voiding in the core region.

3. Ultrasonic.

Ultrasonic techniques have become increasingly popular as a means for measuring liquid and solid levels
and flow. There are a variety of ultrasonic techniques which in a first analysis might be proposed for liquid level
measurement in a reactor vessel. Damped reflections and damped multi-reflections involve sensing the change in
impedence through the vessel wall when the is liquid present opposite the ultrasonic transducer. With the large
impedence mismatch between the steel of the inner reactor vessel wall and a gas phase, a large fraction of the
ultrasonic signal would be reflected. In the presence of water at the inner surface, however, a significant amount
of the ultrasonic signal is -transmitted into the liquid and a smaller fraction reflected back to the transducer. With
the ultrasonic transducer mounted so that the signal is propagated normal to the vessel wall interface, the system
is essentially a level switch, and only indicates the presence or absence of liquid at a single point The transmission
path can be angled with respect to the vessel wall interface and the reflection or damping of the refections can
be sensed over a range of levels. In actual reactor" vessel construction, however, a stainless steel liner is fitted
inside the steel pressure vessel, and the additional interface would introduce such strong reflections that it would
be difficult to detect the reflections from the inner stainless steel wall exposed to the liquid.

Other commercially used ultrasonic level measurement techniques include liquid- and air-launched signals.
Neither of these techniques was deemed suitable as they would sense refections from the internal structure of
the reactor as well as the liquid-vapor interface.'

A third catagory of ultrasonic level measurements employs waveguides. Waveguide techniques can use either
extensional or torsional waves. The reflection caused by a change in impedence when the waveguide goes from
a vapor to a liquid is small but detectable with extensional waves. The torsional wave level sensor infers the liquid
level by a change in the delay tme for reflection from the end or from inscribed zone markers. A description of
encouraging experimental work at ORNL over the past year on the torsion wave ultrasonic sensor is included as
the third part these reports.

t differential pressure due to level - 37 kPa (150 in H ,O)
differential pressure across the core due to flow = 413 kPa (1660 in H O, 60 PSI)



4. Capacitance.

Capacitance probes for level and interface detection have been fabricated for use in the Advanced
Instrumention for Reflood Studies (AIRS) Program at ORNL and at INEL Other types of capacitance level sensors
are available commmercialiy.and are used In the chemical process industry. A capacitance level sensor for in-vessel
us« would require further development, since Insulators which can withstand prolonged exposure to the high
temperature, high pressure water environment found inside a reactor do not exist The electrical connections would
require multiple .penetrations into the reactor vessel. On the whole the disadvantages appear to outweight the
advantages for the capacitance level detector.

5. Microwave Level Measurement*.

Of the several microwave techniques available, the waveguide approach appears to be most adaptable to
in-vessel use. There are at least two waveguide techniques which can be used: a resonant cavity waveguide and
a time delay technique. In the resonant cavity, a standing wave is set up by sweeping the frequency in a waveguide
open to the liquid level. The surface of the liquid in the waveguide changes the resonant frequency of the waveguide
cavity and the level is proportional to the resonant frequency. In the time delay method, a microwave signal is
reflected off the surface of the liquid in a waveguide open to the liquid system. The time delay introduced by the
additional path length is determined by comparison with a reference signal derived from the input to the waveguide.
The output is a beat frequency which can be mapped into the time domain by calculating the Fourier transform
of the frequency signal These types of measurements have been tested in laboratory experiments, but considerable
design and testing is required before they can be made suitable for reactor vessel use. Both methods require a
mean's for introducing the microwave signal into the reactor vessel This may require a "window" which is transparent
to microwave radiation, which has to be some kind of dielectric It is not clear that a suitable window material can
be found at this time. The methods require complex electronic signal processing equipment The versatility offered
by these methods, however, mahes further development and testing attractive.

G. Time-domain Reflectometry.

Time-domain reflectometry is a well developed measurement method, although less so for liquid level
measurement A simple probe can be envisioned as a simple, long rod, possible shielded from contacting the internal
components of the reactor by a perforated shroud. This system is essentially self-calibrating and self-verifying. By
comparing the delay times of pulses reflected trpm the end of the sensor with the delays resulting from reflections
caused by the change in impedence at the vapor-water interface, the liquid level is obtained. The probe can be
activated by an electrical pulse, or magnetostrictively. In this respect it is similar to the extensional ultrasonic method.
The electronic hardware is available off the shelf as oscilloscope plug-in modules. A serious disadvantage is that
any contact along the length of the sensor will generate a reflection. At this time there appear to be several other
methods with considerably more potential than time-domain reflectometry. The related iorsional wave ultrasonic
method described in part 3 of these reports has the advantage that it is relatively insensitive to light contact of
the sensor with other objects.

7. Externally Mounted Radiation Detectors

Several methods for measuring reactor vessel liquid level have been proposed which use detectors mounted
outside the reactor vessel. Some methods would indicate level by detecting the position of a floating ball containing
a radiation source. Earlier we indicated that level detectors which required mechanical motion would not be acceptable
due to the danger of the parts binding or getting loose inside the reactor. Another method has been proposed which
utilizes the interaction of the neutrons from the core with D O to produce gamma rays. The level of water above
the core is inferred from the counting rate.-Tests of this method have shown that it is relatively insensitive for
liquid levels more than about 50 cm above the core. This may be inadequte warning to the operator that the core
is in danger of being uncovered. A serious disadvantage is that the detectors which would be employed by this
technique have not enjoyed a very favorable history of reliabiity.



Scoring of Level Detection Methods
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